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Introduction: The purpose of this study is to compare at least two different ways to treat patients who suffer, on one hand, from 
soft tissue pathologies such as ulcers, arteriovenous wounds and the side effects of wound healing only by nursing care. And, 
on the other hand, patients who suffer from hard tissue pathologies for instance, when the bone does not heal.

Subjects: Twenty patients (14 wounds) and (10 no healing bones) were randomly awed to the treatment groups. 

Methods: All patients received standard wound care consisting of wound cleaning twice daily, application of moist dressings 
and continuous relief of pressure until the wounds were healed. The ultraviolet protocol consisted of two treatments weekly 
using a lamp, it was calculated with National Biological Corporation devices, probe with a 400-nm. Wounds were checked 
every 14 days and surface areas were calculated according to some elements were calculated according to the criteria used to 
measure ulcers by decubitus Sessing scale, WHS scale, Sussman scale, PSST scale, PUSH scale, DESIGN scale and CODED 
scale, RESVECH scale and LUMT scale. Weekly percentage changes in wound area were compared.

Results: Results showed that UVNA1 treatment had a greater effect on wound healing than nursing care did. The PEMF’s 
Protocol consisted of 90 days where doses were calculated with clinical and Montoya Scales between 90 to 15 Hz and 50 Gauss. 
All patients who received PEMF’s demonstrate a very high treatment for bones which have not healed in certain conditions.

Conclusion & Discussion: Ultraviolet narrow band A1 and PEMF’s showed decrease healing time in soft and hard tissue and 
it may allow for a faster return to rehabilitation programs, work and leisure time in patents with pressure ulcers and leisure 
activities and for those have non healing bones.
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